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System $=<Clo s$ , Object,
$Obj_{0}>$ . 1 , ,
1691 2010 8-14 8
$\{v_{C_{1}j}v_{c_{2))}}\ldots v_{c_{n}}\},$ $\iota_{d}^{\gamma}$ $=$ $\{v_{d_{1})}v_{d_{2))}}\ldots v_{d_{n}}\}$ ,
$V_{r}=\{v_{r_{1}\backslash }v_{r_{2}}, \ldots, v_{r_{n}}\}$ $I=\{v_{c_{1}}$ $:=$
$iv_{c_{1)}}\ldots,$





$C_{1}$ $\in$ Class global $v_{\iota^{1}},v_{l^{2}}$ ,
$a.b,c$ ,




.. Class. Object. $Obj_{0}$
2(Class )
$C\in Clas.\backslash \cdot$ ,
$C$ $C=<$ Mode, $V_{c},$ $V_{d},$ $V_{r}$ , Act, $I>$
. 2 ,
, . ,











3 , $C\in Class$
obj $\in Object$ , obj
$j.<d\grave{e}_{b}V_{c}$




$M_{1}$ ,M2 $\in Mode$ bj .. $V_{c}$
$bj$










obi)obii $\in$ Object, $v_{r_{0}}$ $\in$ $V_{r_{obj}}$ , $v_{r_{O}}$
obii , obii $v_{g_{0}}$
, obj obii
$v_{r_{0}}.v_{g_{0}}$ . , $V_{r}=$
$\{v_{r_{0}}, v_{r_{1\}}}\ldots, v_{r_{n}}\},$ $V_{d}=\{v_{d_{0}}, v_{d_{1}}, \ldots, v_{d_{n}}\}$
, $V_{r}.V_{d}=\{v_{r_{O}}.v_{d_{\text{ }}},$ $v_{r_{O}}.v_{d_{1})}\ldots,$ $v_{r_{0}}.v_{d_{n}}$ ,
$v_{r_{1}}.v_{d_{\text{ }}},$ $v_{r_{1}}.v_{d_{1}}$ , ..., $v_{r_{n}}.v_{d_{n}}\}$ .. Ac.t $bj$
9
$C$ Act .
$Act_{obj_{n}}$. Act $bj$ $ut$













$x\in V_{c_{M}},$ $d\in V_{d*},$ $V_{d\star}$
$V_{d*}=V_{d_{M}}\cup V_{r_{M}}.V_{d}$ $bj_{g}’ a\in \mathbb{R}$






, $\dot{x}$ $x$ .




Mode bj , 4 $M$
$M=<L,$ $h,$ type, $l_{0},$ $V_{c_{M}},$ $V_{d_{M}},$ $V_{r_{M}},$ $D,$ $Inv,$ $Act_{M}$ ,
$T>$ . Mode .. $L$. $f\iota$ $h:Larrow 2^{L}$. type type: $T_{J}arrow\{BASlC,$ OR$\}$













$D:Larrow 2^{Inc}$. Irvv $\phi$
$Inv:Larrow\Phi$. $Act_{M}$
ActM.. $=Act$ $bj_{\mathfrak{i}n}$
$Ac:t_{M_{o’\cdot t}}=Act_{obj_{out}}\cup V_{r_{M}}.Act_{obj_{\text{ _{}4}\ell}}$,
.
.
reset $::=x$ $:=0|i$ $:=\gamma$
, $x\in V_{c_{M}},$ $i\in V_{d*}$ . ,
reset RESET .
$reset_{1},$ $reset_{2\backslash }\ldots,$ $reset_{n}$ $\in$ RESET
, $list_{reset}=[reseti, rese.t_{2}, \ldots, reset_{n}]$
$T_{\lrcorner}JST_{RESET}$ .
.
Create( $C$ , Init, $v_{r’}$ )











occd $::=Cr\cdot cate$ ( $C$ , Init, $v_{r^{l}}$ ) $|Destr\cdot oy(v_{r})$
$ocd$ $OCD$ .
. $\Pi^{\urcorner}$




4 , $x_{1}$ ,
$l_{4}$ 2,
1 . $1_{0}$ ,
$x_{1}$ 10 , $l_{3}$ $l_{4}$









ob.$|\in$ Object $Sem(obj)$ $Sem$(obj) $=<$
$Q$ $b.i,$ $q$ $b.i_{0}$ , Act., $arrow>$ .. $Q$ bj
$q_{obj}=$ $(conf, \nu_{c}, l$ $d, \nu_{\Gamma})\in Q_{ob.i}$
$-$ conf [10] .
$l$
$\rho$ : $L$ $arrow$ $L\cup\{\perp\}$
,
conf $=$
$\bigcup_{k=1}^{n}pM_{k}$ $($ root $)$




, $M_{1},M_{2},\ldots,M_{n}\in Mode_{obj}$ .












5: $\{l_{1}, l_{2}, l_{1}’, l_{3}’\}$
$-$ $\nu_{c}:V_{c_{obj}}arrow \mathbb{R}$
.




( ) . -
, obj $\in Object$ , &obj obj (conf, $\nu_{c}.\nu_{d},$ $\nu_{r}$ )
( ) . , $co\cdot r$. $q_{obj_{0}}$ $l$
$(l, act_{in)}\phi, list_{reset}, ocd, act_{out}, l’)$ $\in$. Act $T$ , $\nu_{c)}\nu_{d}$ $\phi$
$Act_{*}=Act_{obJ}\cup V_{r_{obj}}.Act_{obj_{\text{ }ut}^{J}}$
, $/J^{a}$ $\nu_{c}’[list_{reset}],$ $\nu_{d}’[list_{reset}]$ $\in$
$\# Invc(conf’)J$ , $a?\in act_{in}$. $arrow$ $arrow\delta$ $arrow d$ $0.!\in Act_{obj_{\text{ }’\iota t}}$
,
$\nu_{c},$ $\nu_{d}$ , $\nu_{c},$ $\nu_{d}\in\#\emptyset J$ $(\nu_{c},$ $\nu_{d}$ (conf) $\nu_{c},$ $\nu_{d},$ $\nu_{r})arrow d$
$\phi$ ) , $[\phi J$ $\nu_{c},$ $\nu_{d}$ $(con \int’, \nu_{c}’, \nu_{d}’, \nu_{r}’)$
. , . , System
$\beta\phi J$ : $\Phiarrow 2^{R}$ . list
$ocd$ list ,
1. $arrow\delta$ act $ut$ .
(conf, $\nu_{c},$ $\nu_{d},$ $\nu_{r}$ ) ,
conf $=$ $conf’,$ $\nu_{d}$ $=$ $\nu_{d}’,$ $\nu_{r}$ $=$ $\nu_{r}’$ , .
$\nu_{c}’$ $\in$ $\Vert Ir\iota 1\prime c(conf)I$ , $-$
(conf, $\nu_{c)}\nu_{d},$ $\nu_{r}$ ) $arrow\delta$ $(conf’, \nu_{c)}’\nu_{d}’, \nu_{r}’)$
. , flow $(con$ $\grave. \nu_{c}, \nu_{d}, \nu_{r})$ ,
$f$ : $[0, \delta]arrow \mathbb{R}^{n}$ , $|V_{c_{obj}}|=n$ , $v_{r}$ ”..j
$f(0)=\nu_{c},$ $f(\delta)=\nu_{c}’$ . ,
.
$(\Gamma CJ7$ $, \nu_{C)}\nu_{d}, \nu_{r})arrow d$
$list_{reset}$ , $reset_{1},reset_{2}$ , (conf’, $\nu_{c}’,$ $\nu_{d}’,$ $\nu_{r}’$ )
$\ldots$ ,reset$n$ , $\nu_{\text{ }},$ $\nu_{d}$ , cm$f=$ conf’ $\nu_{r}=\nu_{r}’$








(conf, $\nu_{c},$ $\nu_{d},$ $\nu_{r}$ ) . Create(






$(l, \epsilon, \phi, list_{reset}, ocd, act_{out)}l’)$ $\in$ $T$
Destroy $(v_{r})$ , $V_{r}$
$b\dot{g}$
, $\nu_{c},$ $\nu_{d}$ $\phi$ , , $v_{r}$
$\nu_{c}’[list_{reset}],$ $\nu_{d}’[list_{reset}]$
$\epsilon$ . , ,
$\in$
$[Ir\iota vc;(c\circ nf’)I$ , $\nu_{d}$
(conf, $\nu_{c},$ $\nu_{d)}\nu_{r}$ ) $arrow d$ . , $conf=conf’$ .
$(conf’, \nu_{c}’, \nu_{d}’, \nu_{r}’)$
(conf, $\nu_{c},$ $\nu_{d},$ $\nu_{r}$ ) $arrow d$
. , (conf $\nu_{c}’,$ $\nu_{d)}’\nu_{r}’$ )
System $l$
$ocd$ list .
, act $ut$ . $arrow\delta$ $arrow d$
.
. $q_{obj_{0}}arrow_{d}q_{obj_{1}}arrow_{d}q_{obj_{2}}arrow_{\delta}q$ $bj_{3}arrow d\cdots$
12













$(AOBJ\backslash \{Sem(obj_{dst})\}$ , list’ $)$
, list $=Hd(list)$ :: list’
.
$-$ list .
list $\Rightarrow t$ $\Rightarrow d$ .
. $list_{1}$ :: $list_{2}$ $list_{1}$ $q_{sys_{0}}\Rightarrow_{d}q_{sysi}\Rightarrow_{d}q_{s}$ $s_{2}\Rightarrow_{t}q_{sys_{3}}\Rightarrow d\cdots$
list2 , $\square$
$Hd(list)$ list 7 ( ).
[12]
$e$. $q_{sys_{0}}$ . ,. $\Rightarrow$ $\Rightarrow t$ $\Rightarrow d$
. $H$
1. $\Rightarrow t$ ,
(AOBJ) list) $t\in \mathbb{R}_{>0}$
$\grave$
$f\llcorner\sim-$
$F$ , $list=list’$ , list $F$ g’b$*$
$arrow\grave$
( ) $H$ $*$
$(AOF3J, list)\Rightarrow t(AOBJ’$ , list’ $)$ $\square$




$(\Lambda OB.J$, list $)$ , list .
. list






Create( $C$ , Init, $v_{r’}$ ) , ,
$C\in$ Class , .
Init , CPU ,
( ) $v_{r’}$
. ,
$v_{r’}\backslash \backslash$ list . CPU
, ,
. list CPU .
$C_{7}\cdot e(\nu te(C, I\gamma|,it, v_{r’})$ . CPU $I/O$ .
(AOBJ, list) $\Rightarrow d$ 1
$(AO.I3J\cup\{Sem(obj_{crt})\}\backslash$
’ list’ $)$ , ,
, .list $=Hd(list)$ :: list’ $\check{|}$ .
, $obj_{crt}$ , \^E
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